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Masterful retelling of Irish and Welsh stories and tales, including Cuchulain, King Arthur, Deirdre, the Grail, and many more. First paperback
edition. 58 full-page illustrations and 18 figures.
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Simplified Chinese edition of The Story of the Root Children
Nearly 50 tales and fantasies from Ireland, Scotland, Sweden, China, and other faraway places charmingly tell of elfin mounds, treasures of
gold, fairy servants, and sprites of water, wood, and meadow.
Contains thirty multinational folktales, myths, and legends for readers' theatre, and includes readability levels, scariness ratings, numbered
script lines, and tips on positioning readers on stage
A record of the day-to-day experiences of the men who sailed on the Santa Maria with Columbus and discovered the New World
Here is a marvelous reprint of the original edition, the finest modern version of the English outlaw's merry adventures. It includes Pyle's text
and his famous illustrations in their entirety, including all of the page decorations. A favorite for generations, the tale will be welcomed again
by parents and children. Includes 23 full-page drawings.
Brownies, kelpies, mermen, trolls, and other supernatural creatures magically appear in a series of delightful tales to assist, annoy, and
otherwise meddle in the lives of simple Scottish country folk.
Fairies have been revered and feared, sometimes simultaneously, throughout recorded history. This encyclopedia of concise entries, from the
A-senee-ki-waku of northeastern North America to the Zips of Central America and Mexico, includes more than 2,500 individual beings and
species of fairy and nature spirits from a wide range of mythologies and religions from all over the globe.
Folktales and fairy tales are living stories; as part of the oral tradition, they change and evolve as they are retold from generation to
generation. In the last thirty years, however, revision has become an art form of its own, with tales intentionally revised to achieve humorous
effect, send political messages, add different cultural or regional elements, try out new narrative voices, and more. These revisions take all
forms, from short stories to novel-length narratives to poems, plays, musicals, films and advertisements. The resulting tales paint the tales
from myriad perspectives, using the broad palette of human creativity. This study examines folktale revisions from many angles, drawing on
examples primarily from revisions of Western European traditional tales, such as those of the Grimm Brothers and Charles Perrault. Also
discussed are new folktales that combine traditional storylines with commentary on modern life. The conclusion considers how revisionists
poke fun at and struggle to understand stories that sometimes made little sense to start with.
Fifty-three great Grimm stories: "Rumpelstiltskin," "Snow White," "Hansel and Gretel," and many more. 114 illustrations by Walter Crane.
The most popular myths and legends of gods, heroes, and warriors; Buddha; the goddess Benten and the god Daikoku; and many more.
Handsomely illustrated with 32 full-page plates.
For parents and children, these timeless verses are a marvelous way of capturing the joy of childhood — reproduced here with original
Victorian illustrations. 120 poems. 120 illustrations by Arthur Hughes. Includes two selections from the Common Core State Standards
Initiative.
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Second Oz book; Scarecrow and Tin Woodman are back with hero named Tip. 120 black-and-white, 16 full-color illustrations.
A collection of ten traditional tales of Irish heroes, kings, soldiers, magicians, poets, and madmen.
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Forty-two tales culled from various cultures provide an enchanting journey through the world of fantasy
Provides alphabetically arranged entries on folk and fairy tales from around the world, including information on authors,
subjects, themes, characters, and national traditions.
A collection of twenty-two nursery rhymes, including "Old King Cole" and "Little Bo-Peep," fashioned into full-length
stories by the author of "The Wizard of Oz."
Selfish and lazy, fourteen-year-old Nils learns kindness and wisdom after he is bewitched into an elf-sized boy and
carried off by a barnyard goose to join the migration of wild geese across Sweden to Lapland.
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By falling down a rabbit hole, Alice experiences unusual adventures with a variety of nonsensical characters.
Discover 10 favorite folk tales, all epitomizing the special charm and enchantment of the Irish imagination. Capturing the
distinct flavor and language of old Ireland, the stories include "Hookedy-Crookedy" and "The Snow, the Crow and the
Blood." Includes 33 full-page illustrations by Frank Verbeck, one of L. Frank Baum's favorite artists.
Entertaining, instructive tales feature Peter Cottontail, Buster Bear; Grandfather Frog, Little Joe Otter, Jimmy Skunk, Billy Mink, and other
Green Forest friends.
Over 70 time-honored tales include "Jack the Giant-killer," "The History of Tom Thumb," narratives of Lady Godiva, plus stories about
witches, goblins, ghosts, the devil, and much more.
Treasury of 64 tales from the world of Celtic myth and legend: "The Soul Cages," "The Kildare Pooka," "King O'Toole and his Goose," more.
Introduction, Notes by W. B. Yeats.
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A collection of nursery rhymes with historical and bibliographic notes on different editions of Mother Goose and the variations in the rhymes
appearing in them.
Goops are grabby. Goops are crabby. Goops are impolite. Here are forty poems that tell Goops what behavior's right.
Drawn from the rainbow of Andrew Lang’s “color” fairy tale books, this charming anthology features more than 25 traditional tales. Original
black-and-white artworks by H. J. Ford illustrate stories of “Cinderella,” “Beauty and the Beast,” “Hansel and Gretel,” “Rapunzel,” “The
Twelve Dancing Princesses,” and other classic fables. Dover Original.
Covering a period of more than one hundred years of work by renowned folklorists, these enlightening essays explore the timeless tale of
Cinderella. In addition to the most famous versions of the story (Basile's Pentamerone, Perrault's Cendrillon, and the Grimm's Aschenputtel),
this casebook includes articles on other versions of the tale from Russian, English, Chinese, Greek and French folklore. The volume
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concludes with several interpretive essays, including a psychoanalytic view from Dundes and a critique of the popularization of Cinderella in
America. “Folklorists, scholars of children's literature, and feminists should appreciate particularly the wide scope of this collection . . . now in
paperback with an updated Bibliographical Addendum. . . . Most helpful are the two-page introductions to each variant and to each essay
which include a brief overview of the historical times as well as suggested additional sources for more discussion.”—Danny Rochman,
Folklore Forum “A milestone, a near complete source of primary and secondary materials. . . . The selected analytical writing include
definitive classic and new discoveries, covering the whole range of methodological modes and theoretical perspectives from early forms and
typology to myth-ritual, social-historical, anthropological, and psychoanalytical readings. The annotated bibliography is most helpful,
illuminating, and comprehensive, encompassing publications in other Western languages and works by Asianists.”—Chieko Mulhern, Asian
Folklore Studies “One can imagine several dimensions on which psychoanalysts might find such a collection interesting: as examples of
applied psychoanalysis, in relation to philosophical and cultural examination of imaginative material, in relation to child development, and in
the correlations between folktales of a particular culture and individual histories.”—Kerry Kelly Novick, Psychoanalytic Quarterly

The best single-volume collection of favorite fairy tales from Lang's famous series of fairy tale books in many colors. Included are
31 best-loved stories: "Hansel and Gretel," "Rapunzel," "Jack and the Beanstalk," "Rumpelstiltskin," and more.
A collection of short stories, anecdotes, fables, and folktales involving animals from various authors and traditions.
Provides entries on themes and motifs, individuals, characters and character types, national traditions, and genres of folk and fairy
tales from around the world.
A boy, a patchwork girl, and a glass cat go on a mission to find the ingredients for a charm which will transform some people
turned to marble.
Thirty-five stories, many from oral traditions, others from French, German, Italian collections: "The Goat-faced Girl," "The
Sunchild," "The Street Musicians," "The Twin Brothers," "Prunella," and many more. 59 illustrations.
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